not for autoinhibition. A DID (residues 131-377) binds that may be widely used throughout GTPase signaling systems. the DAD and is sufficient to block FH2 activity. A dimerization domain (DD, residues 377-452) is sufficient to cause dimerization of N-terminal mDia1 fragments. A Results and Discussion coiled coil immediately follows the DD but is not required for dimerization (see below).
Structure of the mDia1 Autoinhibitory Domain
We determined the crystal structure of an mDia1 fragHere, we describe the crystal structure of the minimal dimeric autoinhibitory fragment of the mDia1 N termiment containing the DID and DD elements and a portion of the predicted coiled coil (Table 1) . This construct nus, containing the DID and DD elements plus a short segment of the coiled coil. The DD is composed of an (DID-DD, residues 131-516) crystallizes with a dimer in the asymmetric unit. The dimer is organized around the unusual, intertwined six-helix bundle with an w2-fold symmetry axis. Each DID element consists of a suglobular DD, from which protrude two structurally independent DID elements in one direction and a short segperhelix of five armadillo repeats. In the crystal, the two DIDs project from the DD in an asymmetric manner. ment of coiled coil in the other direction ( Figure 1B) . Each DD monomer contributes three helices (DD-α1, NMR and biochemical analyses of a series of N-terminal constructs indicate that the RhoA-and DAD-α2, and α3) to form an antiparallel six-helix bundle with C-terminal loops connecting to the coiled coil (Figure interaction sites partially overlap on the surface of the DID, suggesting a mechanism for their competitive 1B). The structures of the two chains in the bundle are highly similar (0.58 Å backbone rmsd for residues 379-binding and thus RhoA activation of mDia1. Comparison of mDia1 with other well-characterized GTPase ef-433) and are related by a w2-fold symmetry axis perpendicular to the helices (vertical in Figure 1B , right). fectors reveals a common autoinhibitory construction The chains interact in an unusual fashion, with the three in the asymmetric unit are very similar (backbone rmsd = 0.57 Å, residues 133-370), but their interactions helices from each chain interlocked. Topologically, they cannot be separated without dissociation of either the with the DD are different; a w2-fold axis relating the DIDs (approximately vertical in Figure 1A , left) is nearly N-or C-terminal helix from at least one chain. This interwoven architecture suggests that the N-terminal doorthogonal to that relating the two chains in the DD. The DID of molecule A, through its helices α4C, α5A, main is likely to be a constitutive dimer and may only dissociate through (partial) unfolding. and α5B, contacts its own C-terminal loop and DD-α2 of molecule B in the DD. The DID of molecule B, Two w20 residue helices associated into a coiled coil emerge from one face of the DD and are aligned apthrough helices α3C, α4C, and α5B, makes more extensive contacts with the DD, involving its own C-terproximately parallel to its long axis ( Figure 1B ). These helices are attached asymmetrically to the DD. In moleminal loop and DD-α3, as well as DD-α2 of molecule A. These interactions position the two DIDs with their cule A, this helix is antiparallel to DD-α3 and thus attaches through a loop that starts at the opposite end of convex surfaces directed toward one another and their concave surfaces directed outward. the structure and extends across nearly the entire domain before encountering its partner. In molecule B,
The previously described GBD and FH3 sequence boundaries do not demarcate domain boundaries in the this helix is parallel to DD-α3 and attaches through a loop confined to the base of the bundle. Based on sestructure ( Figure 1A on the concave surface of the DID containing the B helices from all five armadillo repeats (Figures 2A and 2B) . Alternatively, the asymmetry may be a consequence of crystallization, with only one of the two observed orienHighest surface conservation is observed near the C termini of helices α1B, α2B, and α3B. Residues on the tations highly populated in solution. In either scenario, the key functional surfaces of the DID described below exposed convex surface of the DID are not conserved, suggesting that the common functions of the N-tershould be accessible to binding partners.
To identify potential functionally important sites in the minal regions are mediated by the concave side of the domain. DID, we performed a structure-based sequence align- Table 2 ). In contrast, mutations in α3B had virsites likely contributes strongly to the displacement of DAD by RhoA and thus to RhoA activation of mDia1. tually no effect on affinity (<3-fold). Thus, RhoA makes energetically favorable interactions with the C-terminal We performed two additional experiments to confirm our mapping and directly examine negative cooperativportions of α1B and α2B and likely directly contacts these elements and/or proximal structures. ity between RhoA and DAD binding to DID. As shown in Figure 4D Table 1. ditional, structurally independent domain that is immediately adjacent to the regulatory domain. This domain, which we refer to as an access point, does not partici- 
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